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We developed a mouse avatar technology which involves capturing, expanding, characterizing and viably freezing primary patient tumors at low passage number to better model long-term treatment and recurrence of solid tumors as similar to the patient as possible. Through long-term dosing we are able to generate refractory tumor models resistant to normally efficacious drugs. Our process can take more than 100 days of treatment to generate drug-resistant models in-vivo. Currently, we implant cells or tumor pieces sourced from patient-derived primary resection. These models are incredibly powerful when used for molecular profiling to better understand predictive markers of progressive, metastatic, refractory disease, and also empirically as tools for drug discovery. It is our belief that testing new cancer therapies being developed against the very same drug-resistant tumors they are most likely to face in early clinical trials will provide a new level of translational success to future oncology drug discovery programs and improve patient experience in clinical trials.
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